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The world's most popular fortune-telling techniques-crystal balls, tarot cards, & palmreading -

originated with the Romany, whose belief in magic, spellcasting, & prophecy has endured for nine

centuries. Now, in this beautifully illustrated book, the author reveals time-honored secrets of the

supreme practitioners of divination & the mystic arts. Drawing on time spent with some of Europe's

dwindling Romany groups, the author has compiled a practical collection of their good spells, which

are easy to follow & use everyday ingredients such as candles, flowers, ribbons & string. From love

charms to spells for money, health & happiness, this fun & attractive spellbook keeps alive the

colorful traditions of the Romany people & promises great luck in the future for true believers. Full

color.
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Hello all! :o) I just purchased this little book on New Years Day. For starters I love the cover and the

old feel and look it has to it. I also love the simplicity of Gillian Kemp spell writing. I have been

dabbling and reading spell books since I was 16 (24 now) and this has got to be one of the best. I

must admit when I first became interested in using spells I was ignorant to how they work so the

books I brought and spells I used never worked because I didn't understand what I was doing. Not

that it is a hard thing to do. The most significant thing in doing spell work is to stay focused on what

u want from the spell at the time your doing it, put all your energy into and most importantly believe

that it WILL work! I tried my first spell "To get a Lover to Call" on January 2nd. About 30 mins after I



did the spell he called! I was so shocked! LOL And the spell is so so simple. I was going to type it on

here but I think its only fair if you go and purchase the book. Worst case scenario it doesn't work

and you can return the book. I seriously doubt that you will though!PS Feel free to email me

(goodjob79@yahoo.com) regarding any information that you may have on spell work and any

questions that you have about the book or spell work in general. I also learned the best way to

master doing spells is from communicating with others who are also very interested. Take Care!

This is a nice book for quick & simple spells. Sometimes you are looking for something to quickly

help an particular aspect of your life, and this book is full of ways to achieve your desire. I was

already familiar with some of the spells, and there are many which are 'new.' Includes areas

devoted to love, health, pets, wealth, and happiness. That about covers the bases! An added plus: it

is also very attractive. It's printed to look like an old spell book which has been passed down

through a family, and it succeeds.

I don't even know how to describe this book, because it gives me the chills, in a good way though. I

only started casting spells recently. I am a beginner too. So far I have done 2 spells from the book

and they both worked!!! I am not even a Wiccan and honestly before buying this book I never

believed in any of this until I saw the reviews and bought the book. The spells are pretty easy to

follow and the ingredients are easy to find too. I highly recommend it!!!!!

I practice witchcraft seldomly. The only times I've had to conjour up a spell was when I was in a bad

mood and I needed some lifting. The spell I have used twice is "To get a lover to call," spell. It has

worked everytime I've used it. I haven't really tried the other spells yet, but there are plenty to chose

from. I recommend this book if you're looking for love, happiness, or just joy during those haunting

times...

This book is great for people who don't like dealing with complicated spells. I have read and done

some of the spells in this book and I have to say the spells actually work! It is one book you will

keep forever and pass down to your children. I recommend this book to anyone looking for simple

spells that work and are easy to follow.

This book is one of my favourites! it has a lot of romany spells, that truly work if your serious about

them. i have only tried one spell so far in this book, and it gave me great results! easy to read and



understand, this book is a must to any wiccan's library!!

For along time I have been looking for a spell book that is practical and easy to use. Well I found it

with this book. Not only are the spells in this book very usefull, but the book it self is fun to read and

very well laid out. I also love the fact that the spells in it are from the Romavs them selfs, a race of

people that deserve's to be reconized. I recommened this to any person who is into magic witchcraft

and the occult. This is a great buy

I decided to get this book after reading all the glowing reviews, and am glad I did. I am not a witch,

or into doing spells, but I've always been interested in the occult. I get books like these just to toy

around with the idea of doing a spell. If I feel it is a simple spell and does not harm anyone, I would

do it. I have purchased a few other spell books, but none came as good as this one. First of all the

book is so nicely laid out, it is very cute and has an old-world feel to it. I get the idea Ms. Kemp was

going for. She wanted it to look classicaly and elegantly ancient. The cover is a very strong, hard

cover. You can just tell that no expense was spared in the quality of making the book. It is not flimsy

or cheap. Now what it is I really like about this book is, the spells are so simple AND there is such a

wide variety! There are 5 sections: love, money, health, pets, wealth, and happiness. It has so many

interesting, easy-to-do spells. I remember in the pet section, there was even a spell to heal your pet

or return your lost pet. I searched for a while for a spell book that was easy and had good content

and I finally found it in this lovely, little book! This will always be near me and I will treasure it to the

day I die! I highly reccomend this book. You won't be dissapointed!
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